Press release

Fit for IT security –
Holistic solutions for the digital healthcare sector
achelos, IS4IT KRITIS and Samhammer
share a stand at DMEA 2022 in Berlin

Under the motto 'Fit for IT security!', achelos, IS4IT KRITIS and Samhammer present products and solutions for digitalisation
in the healthcare sector at DMEA 2022| Graphic: achelos

Paderborn, March 10, 2022 – achelos GmbH joins forces with IS4IT KRITIS GmbH and
Samhammer AG as a Bronze Partner of DMEA 2022 in Hall 2.2 | Stand: B 106. Under the
motto 'Fit for IT security!', the IT security companies present a comprehensive value chain
with products, solutions and services for secure digitalisation in the German healthcare
sector. The leading European trade fair for digital health will take place from 26 to 28 April
2022 in Berlin.
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Digitalisation in the healthcare sector remains a central theme of DMEA
There are many aspects to digitalisation in the healthcare sector and these will be addressed
at DMEA in the congress programme and the exhibition. The topic of Technology and
Interoperability is on the agenda and covers complex themes such as management and
monitoring of the IT infrastructure, system integration with the help of telematics solutions,
as well as the central matter of IT security. Due to increasing cybersecurity attacks,
companies in the healthcare sector also need to invest in and expand their security
measures. Extensive and verifiable test management as well as experienced partners for the
rollout and implementation of solutions are called for.
'Along with our partners, IS4IT KRITIS and Samhammer, we will introduce visitors to our
stand to a holistic value chain for eHealth solutions in the field of IT infrastructure,
telemedicine and new telematics infrastructure 2.0. These synergy effects are unique within
the industry. All the partners have experience with complex environments and critical
infrastructures, possess industry knowledge and contribute specific expertise that is
indispensable for successful digitalisation in the healthcare sector,' says Thomas Freitag,
Managing Director of achelos GmbH.
Key focuses of the partners at the 'Fit for IT security!' stand:
achelos supports manufacturers of digital eHealth solutions and providers of specialist
services like digital health or care applications (DiGa, DiPA) in connecting to and integrating
in TI 2.0. The IT security experts help here with adapting to new security standards and
introducing federated identities.
IS4IT Kritis focuses on the protection of critical infrastructures, cybersecurity consulting,
governance risk & compliance, security & penetration testing, the security operation centre
(SOC), telematics infrastructure and the managed data center.
At DMEA, Samhammer will concentrate on the topics of rollout and maintenance for
hardware and software solutions in the field of telematics infrastructure, secure supply
chain, on-site services, KI service solutions and digital helpdesk solutions.
You can find further information on DMEA: www.dmea.de/en
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achelos GmbH is a manufacturer-independent software development and consulting firm based in Paderborn,
Germany. Founded in 2008, the technology expert offers cross-sector solutions for security-critical application
fields with core competencies in embedded development and subscription management. The company develops
and operates highly specialised products, solutions and services for the international market. achelos boasts
comprehensive expertise in development, Testing as a Service (TaaS) and certification. Alongside ISO 9001 and
ISO 27001 certification, the achelos development site in Paderborn is also certified to Common Criteria.
www.achelos.de | www.iot.achelos.com
Partner profiles:
IS4IT KRITIS GmbH, with its headquarters in Obrigheim and a subsidiary in Oberhaching near Munich, offers
information security for critical infrastructures and gears its full-service offering to companies and organisations
with increased protection requirements for their IT. Key topics are information security strategies, security
architectures, governance, risk & compliance (GRC) as well as data protection and certifications. The solutions
designed by IS4IT Kritis can be implemented and operated as services together with renowned partners, with
the company taking on overall coordination and responsibility for the customers. IS4IT Kritis is an active member
of the BSKI, the 'Security made in Germany' teletrust as well as the Alliance for Cyber Security. www.is4it-kritis.de
Samhammer AG is a service provider for customer experience and a guide for service excellence and solutions
with artificial intelligence. Based in Weiden in Bavaria, the company has 600 employees, is owner-run, operates
sustainably and has a value-oriented management, all of which makes for a special corporate culture built on
passion with strong individual responsibility. Samhammer focuses across sectors on KI solutions in customer
service, development of digital assistants and bots, intelligent knowledge logistics, logistics and branch
service. Through the combination of people and technology, Samhammer creates the (almost) perfect solution
for digital helpdesk, rollout management, maintenance and eHealth. www.samhammer.de

Press contact: (Contact queries for partners will be forwarded directly)
achelos GmbH | Silke Esser | Vattmannstr. 1 | 33100 Paderborn | GERMANY
M: +49 (0)170 87 25 378 | silke.esser@achelos.de
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